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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate how the total luminosity in satellite galaxies is a powerful probe
of dark matter halos around central galaxies. The method cross-correlates central
galaxies in spectroscopic galaxy samples with fainter galaxies detected in photometric
surveys. After background subtraction, the excess galaxies around the spectroscopic
central galaxies represent faint satellite galaxies within the dark matter halo. Using
abundance matching models, we show that the the total galaxy luminosity, Lsat, scales
linearly with host halo mass, making Lsat an excellent proxy for Mh. Lsat is also
sensitive to the formation time of the halo, as younger halos have more substructure
at fixed Mh. We demonstrate that probes of galaxy large-scale environment can break
this degeneracy in Lsat. Although this is an indirect measure of the halo, it can yield a
high signal-to-noise measurement for galaxies expected to occupy halos at < 1012 M,
where other methods suffer from larger errors. In this paper we focus on observational
and theoretical systematics in the Lsat method. We test the robustness of our method
of finding central galaxies in spectroscopic data and our methods of estimating the
number of background galaxies. We implement this method on central galaxies and
galaxy groups identified in SDSS spectroscopic data, with satellites identified in faint
imaging from the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys. We find excellent agreement between
our abundance matching predictions and the observational measurements, confirming
that this approach can be used as a proxy for halo mass. Finally, we compare our
Lsat measurements to weak lensing estimates of Mh for red and blue subsamples of
central galaxies. In the stellar mass range where the measurements overlap, we find
consistent results, where red galaxies live in larger halos than blue galaxies. However,
the Lsat approach allows us to probe significantly lower mass galaxies. At these lower
stellar masses, the Lsat values—and, by extension, the halo masses—are equivalent.
This example shows the potential of Lsat as complementary to weak lensing as a probe
of dark matter halos.
Key words: cosmology: observations—galaxies:clustering — galaxies: evolution
1 INTRODUCTION
The connection between galaxies and dark matter halos is
critical both for our understanding of galaxy formation and
for constraining cosmology (see Wechsler & Tinker 2018 for
a recent review). There are myriad approaches to observa-
tionally constraining the galaxy-halo connection. These ap-
proaches generally separate into two categories: indirectly
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inferring the connection statistically, and directly probing
the dark matter halo masses through their gravitational po-
tential. In this paper, we develop a method that is comple-
mentary to, but distinct from, these direct approaches. This
method, which uses the total luminosity in satellite galax-
ies, Lsat, is a direct observable, but it is an indirect probe
of halo mass. However, it is yields a higher signal-to-noise
measurement than other methods and is robust to signifi-
cantly lower mass dark matter halos. Using the luminosity
in satellite galaxies only, as opposed to including the light
from the central galaxy, makes the approach far more sensi-
tive to the properties of halos around galaxies at the Milky
Way mass scale and below.
Indirect, statistical approaches to quantifying the
galaxy-halo connection usually focus on galaxy clustering
and number densities (e.g., Zehavi et al. 2005, 2011; Tinker
et al. 2007; Zheng et al. 2007; Rodr´ıguez-Puebla et al. 2015)
or from galaxy group catalogs (Yang et al. 2008; Reddick
et al. 2013; Sinha et al. 2018). These analyses parameterize
the relationship between galaxies and halos with a halo oc-
cupation distribution (HOD) and then constrain the free pa-
rameters from the data. 1 However, these indirect methods
are most effective for halo mass scales above Mh ≈ 1012 M,
or for galaxies above M∗ ≈ 1010.5 M. In these clustering-
based approaches, halo clustering becomes independent of
mass at Mh < 10
12 M, thus the observed clustering ampli-
tude carries little information about the host halo masses of
central galaxies below these mass scales. This lack of con-
straining power is evident when comparing different anal-
yses of low-redshift SDSS galaxy samples to determine the
galaxy-halo connection for red and blue galaxy subsamples.
Wechsler & Tinker (2018) compiled recent results of the rel-
ative stellar masses of red and blue central galaxies at fixed
halo mass (cf. their Figure 8, which presents M∗red/M∗blue
as a function of Mh). Below 10
12 M, there is nearly an
order of magnitude difference in M∗red/M∗blue, even though
most of the analyses utilize the same SDSS dataset. Due to
the lack of constraining power in the data, the results reflect
the assumptions made in the modeling rather than physical
reality.
Direct probes of the gravitational potential of dark ha-
los are through gravitational lensing and satellite kinemat-
ics (e.g., Conroy et al. 2005; Norberg et al. 2008; Hudson
et al. 2015; Mandelbaum et al. 2016). For direct probes,
when applied to the large spectroscopic surveys with the
SDSS, the signal-to-noise of direct probes degrades rapidly
at Mh < 10
12 M. Deeper and higher resolution imag-
ing makes measurements of lensing masses tenable at lower
masses, but at the cost of sample size.
Thus, there is a need for a complementary method of
probing dark matter halos around lower mass galaxies; one
that is a direct observable, uninfluenced by model assump-
1 One can also use hybrid approaches that incorporate satellite
kinematic data or weak lensing measurements with clustering and
abundances to constrain the free parameters of the halo occupa-
tion models (More et al. 2011; Leauthaud et al. 2012; Tinker
et al. 2013; Zu & Mandelbaum 2015; Lange et al. 2018). But
these hybrid approaches are still distinct from direct approaches
that only use observables sensitive to the dark matter potential,
without any constraints based on halo occupation models and the
number density of galaxies.
tions of halo occupation methods but has the statistical pre-
cision to probe the halos around low-mass galaxies. The halo
mass scale of 1012 M is auspicious for studies of galaxy
formation. The transition from gas accretion being predom-
inantly cold to exclusively hot occurs at or below this scale
(Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Keresˇ et al. 2005, 2009). From
abundance matching analyses, this is also the scale at which
most star formation occurs throughout the history of the
universe (Behroozi et al. 2013b). As a result, all approaches
to constrain the galaxy halo connection find that that this
mass scale is the pivot point of the stella-to-halo mass re-
lation, where M∗/Mh is maximal (see Wechsler & Tinker
2018 and references therein). Thus, being able to directly
probe the relationship between galaxies and halos at scales
of Mh ∼ 1011 − 1012 M would open a door to our under-
standing of galaxy formation that has to this point remained
closed.
The Lsat method probes dark matter halos by measur-
ing the total amount of light in satellite galaxies within a
dark halo. All galactic dark matter halos, regardless of their
mass, contain significant amounts of substructure within
them. These substructures, which we refer to as subhalos,
also can contain galaxies. Simulations show that the number
of galaxy-occupied subhalos should scale roughly linearly
with host halo mass (e.g., Kravtsov et al. 2004; Reddick
et al. 2013). For a spectroscopic survey like SDSS, the ma-
jority of satellites in Milky Way-type halos are significantly
below the magnitude limit to be selected for spectroscopy.
Recently, the SAGA survey (Geha et al. 2017) performed a
detailed study of 8 Milky-Way like galaxies, searching for
satellite galaxies at significantly fainter magnitudes. Each
galaxy contained faint satellites, with the number ranging
from 2 to 10 objects. We use a complementary approach
here: rather than assign specific satellites to specific sys-
tems, we stack sets of spectroscopic galaxies to measure the
mean number of faint satellites within the stacked sample,
detected in deeper imaging data.
More than constraining the mean relationship between
M∗ and Mh, the Lsat method we present here can uncover
secondary trends in the galaxy-halo connection. Because
Lsat is not a direct observable of the the gravitational poten-
tial, an independent calibration would be required to convert
Lsat to Mh. However, comparing the relative values of Lsat
of galaxies is a robust observable, and presents a unique test
for galaxy formation models. For example, as presented in
Wechsler & Tinker (2018), it is an open question whether the
scatter in Mh at fixed M∗ correlates with any other galaxy
or halo properties, such as galaxy size, stellar velocity dis-
persion, or morphology. In a companion paper (Alpaslan &
Tinker 2019) we present first results quantifying these cor-
relations using the Lsat method.
An important caveat with this method is that, when
measuring relative values of Lsat, one is not necessary mea-
suring relative values of Mh. It is well know that the amount
of substructure in a halo is correlated with the formation his-
tory of that halo, an effect that is part of ‘halo assembly bias’
(e.g., Wechsler et al. 2006; Gao & White 2007; Mao et al.
2015). This makes Lsat a more insightful probe of the galaxy-
halo connection than simply probing dark matter mass it-
self. Ever since the first discoveries of halo assembly bias, the
persistent and controversial question has been whether this
effect propagates into the galaxy formation process (see the
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discussion in Wechsler & Tinker 2018). If secondary proper-
ties of central galaxies correlate with halo formation history,
these properties will correlate with large-scale environment
in a distinct manner. The Lsat observable, combined with
these spatial tests (e.g., Abbas & Sheth 2006; Tinker et al.
2008; Peng et al. 2010; Tinker et al. 2017, 2018b; Zu & Man-
delbaum 2018; Walsh & Tinker 2019; Wang et al. 2019), of-
fers to ability not only to tell if central galaxies of the same
mass, but different secondary properties, live in different ha-
los, but can discriminate between differences in halo mass
or in halo formation history.
In this paper, we present the following:
• Theoretical predictions for Lsat.
• Tests of our observational methods.
• First results of Lsat vs Mh and Lsat vs M∗.
The method is based on stacking objects of a common
set of properties. The objects the stacks are centered on—
spectroscopic galaxies with a likelihood of being central
galaxies within their host halos— we will refer to as ‘pri-
mary’ objects. Once the stack is collated, we measure the
luminosity function of faint objects around the primaries,
assuming all galaxies are at the redshift of the primary. We
subtract off the estimated background contribution to this
luminosity function from objects projected along the line of
sight. Whatever remains after background subtraction are
satellite galaxies associated with the halos of the primary
objects. This technique has been used to quantify satellite
populations in massive objects, such as galaxy clusters (e.g.,
Hansen et al. 2009) and luminous red galaxies (Tal et al.
2012). With these types of objects, there is minimal con-
tamination by misclassification of satellite galaxies to be in
the primary galaxy sample. Here we extend this method to
much fainter primary objects, using new methods to mini-
mize the contamination of satellite galaxies.
Our theoretical predictions are constructed using the
abundance matching framework (see, e.g., Wechsler & Tin-
ker 2018), coupled with high-resolutions N-body simulations
that resolve substructure even within low-mass halos. The
tests of the observational methods focus on two aspects:
defining a sample of central galaxies within the spectro-
scopic galaxy sample, and estimating the density of back-
ground imaging galaxies. For measurements on survey data,
primary objects are selected from the Main Galaxy Sample
of the SDSS (Strauss et al. 2002). Secondary objects come
from the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys (Dey et al. 2019),
which has an r-band depth of r ∼ 24, more than 6 magni-
tudes fainter than the SDSS spectroscopic sample.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In §2, we detail
the observational data, both imaging and spectroscopic, that
will be utilized to make Lsat measurements. In §3, we will
construct theoretical models for Lsat from the abundance
matching framework, focusing not just on how Lsat scales
with Mh but also how other halo properties correlate with
satellite luminosity. In §4 will evaluate the efficacy of our
methods for finding central galaxies in spectroscopic sam-
ples, but volume- and flux-limited. In §5, we present details
of applying the method to observational data, presenting
tests of the method on mock galaxy distributions. In §6,
we present our first results on the Lsat of dark matter ha-
los around SDSS central galaxies. In §7 we summarize and
discuss the results.
Table 1. Volume-Limited SDSS Samples. The first column
sets the magnitude threshold at the maximum redshift, while the
stellar mass listed is the limit of 98% completeness. Galaxies must
be brighter and more massive than the limits listed to be in the
sample. Col. 4 lists the minimum halo mass returned by the group
finder.
Mr − 5 log h zmax logM∗/[M] Min. Mh [M] Ngal
-17.48 0.033 9.7 2.4× 1011 16975
-18.32 0.047 10.1 3.3× 1011 30144
-19.04 0.065 10.5 8.1× 1011 41659
Table 2. N-body Simulations
Name Ωm Ωb σ8 H0 Lbox Np mp
C250 0.295 0.047 0.834 68.8 250 25603 7.63×107
C125 0.286 0.047 0.82 70.0 125 20483 1.8×107
2 DATA
Our analysis combines spectroscopic data from SDSS and
imaging data from the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys. First,
we will describe how we construct samples of central galaxies
from SDSS data. Central galaxies come from both volume-
limited catalogs as well as the full flux-limited Sloan catalog.
Second, we describe the imaging data, including the cuts
employed to create the sample of secondary galaxies.
2.1 SDSS Central Galaxies
We use the spectroscopic data from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey Main Galaxy Sample to find central galaxies (Strauss
et al. 2002). Specifically we use the DR7.2 release of the
NYU-VAGC catalogs (Blanton et al. 2005a).
We use two complementary methods to construct sam-
ples of central galaxies: volume-limited group catalogs, and
a flux-limited catalog of central galaxies. For the former,
we use a combination of three different volume-limited sam-
ples, listed in Table 1. This table also shows the minimum
halo mass in the sample, as determined by our galaxy group
catalog. The group-finding algorithm we use is detailed in
Tinker et al. (2011), based on the halo-based group finder
of Yang et al. (2005), and further vetted in Campbell et al.
(2015). The standard implementation of the group finder
yields central galaxy samples with a purity and complete-
ness of ∼ 85− 90% (Tinker et al. 2011), but we will discuss
methods of using the group finder information to construct
higher-purity samples with limited loss of completeness.
We also apply a central-galaxy finding algorithm to the
full flux-limited SDSS main galaxy sample. The algorithm is
described in detail in Appendix A. In short, the approach re-
lies of pre-tabulated stellar-to-halo mass relations (SHMRs)
to assign halos to observed galaxies, then uses the same
probabilistic approach as that used in the group catalog
to determine whether a given galaxy is a satellite within
a larger halo. This method, although approximate, yields
central galaxy samples consistent with that of the volume-
limited group catalog. But the use of pre-tabulated SHMRs
does not require that the sample be volume-limited. Addi-
tionally, it does not require the sample to be statistically
representative, which is a requirement of the group catalog.
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This allows the central finder to yield robust results at high
redshifts, where only the brightest galaxies exist, and at low
stellar masses, which are only found in small numbers at the
lowest redshifts.
In this paper we will use different projected apertures
within which to measure Lsat. We define L
R
sat as the satel-
lite luminosity within the projected virial radius of the halo,
Rvir. We define L
50
sat and L
100
sat as satellite luminosity within
fixed comoving projected apertures of 50 h−1kpc and 100
h−1kpc respectively. To measure LRsat from SDSS data, we
use the volume-limited group catalogs because the halo mass
estimates are reasonably accurate. To measure L50sat as a
function of M∗, we use the flux-limited central catalog be-
cause it has better statistics at both low and high stellar
masses.
2.2 Legacy Survey Imaging Data
The DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys (DLIS) is a combination
of three different imaging surveys. At Declinations below
+32◦, in both the NGC and SGC, data come from the DE-
Cam instrument on the 4-meter Blanco telescope (Flaugher
et al. 2015). This includes g, r, and z-band data, refer-
enced as the DECam Legacy Survey (DECaLS). In the SGC
above +32◦, data come from the Beijing-Arizona Sky Sur-
vey (BASS) on the Bok telescope (Zhou et al. 2018). This
includes g and r-band imaging. The z-band imaging over the
same area of the sky comes from the Mayall z-band Legacy
Survey (MzLS; Zhou et al. 2018). Once completed, the total
area covered in the DLIS will be 14,000 deg2, with DECaLS
comprising 9,000 deg2 and the combined northern facilities
supplying the additional 5,000 deg2 of coverage to complete
the footprint. The DLIS footprint is largely coincident with
the footprint of the final SDSS imaging footprint.
For this paper we use Data Releases 6 and 7. DR6 com-
prises the NGC surveys, BASS and MzLS, while DR7 is the
latest DECaLS release. DR6 covers 3,823 deg2 with at least
one pass in each imaging band, and 1,441 deg2 of three-pass
coverage in all bands, which is the full depth of the survey.
DR7 covers nearly 9,300 deg2 with at least one pass in each
imaging band, and 4,355 deg2 of three-pass coverage in all
bands. Although our fiducial results use only r-band data
to measure Lsat, we require at least one pass in all three
bands for data to be part of our analysis. Single-pass depth
of the survey is ∼ 23.3 in r-band, with a full 3-pass depth
of ∼ 23.9, although the exact depth of the survey fluctuates
across the footprint at fixed pass number. We will detail to
quality cuts imposed on the data in §5.
Before doing any measurements, we first perform qual-
ity cuts on the data. Starting from the DLIS sweep files, we
perform the following cuts on the data:
• Remove all objects with type == ‘PSF′
• Remove all objects with nobjs == 0 in the g, r, or z
bands.
• Remove all objects with flux ivar <= 0 in the g, r, or
z bands.
• Remove all objects with fracmasked > 0.6 in the g, r,
or z bands.
The fracmasked keyword specifies the total fraction of pixels
in an object that are masked out. Masking can be due to
bright stars, saturated pixels, and a number of other minor
occurrences that are detailed in the DLIS documentation.
To account for the minor differences in the geometry of the
DLIS survey and the footprint of the SDSS MGS, we only
include SDSS central galaxies that lie far enough within the
DLIS footprint such that an annulus with R = 3Rvir of the
estimated dark matter halo is completely within the survey
area covered by at least one observation in all of g, z, and r
bands.
3 THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS FOR Lsat
Before testing the methodology of measuring Lsat on mocks
and data, we first need a baseline expectation for Lsat as a
quantity that correlates with dark matter halos. In this sec-
tion, we present our framework for constructing these the-
oretical models, and test not just how Lsat scales with Mh,
but also how Lsat scales with M∗ and how it correlates with
secondary halo properties other than mass.
3.1 Numerical Simulations and Methods
To make theoretical predictions for Lsat in the context of
ΛCDM structure formation, we combine high-resolution N-
body simulations with abundance matching models. Table
2 shows the properties of the two simulations usd to make
predictions here. Both use the ROCKSTAR code (Behroozi
et al. 2013a) to identify halos and ConsistentTrees (Behroozi
et al. 2013c) to track the merger histories of individual galax-
ies.
The smaller-volume simulation, C125, has ∼ 4 times
better mass resolution than the larger-volume C250. We re-
quire that each simulation have enough resolution to track
the subhalos that would contain satellites down to an abso-
lute magnitude of Mr − 5 log h = −14, which is the current
limits of our observational results. Comparison between the
two simulations at fixed host halo mass shows a small offset
in the total Lsat values at Mh . 1012 M of roughly 0.1-
0.2 dex. We will use C125 to show predictions of the mean
trends of Lsat, but use C250 to predict clustering results be-
cause the larger volume is necessary to the reduce noise in
clustering results.
To connect galaxy luminosity and stellar mass to dark
matter halos, we use abundance matching (see, e.g., Wech-
sler & Tinker 2018). To assign Mr to halos and subha-
los, we use the Blanton et al. (2005b) luminosity function,
which specifically corrects for incompleteness in SDSS ob-
servations of low-luminosity, low surface brightness galaxies.
We connect Mr to Mpeak, the peak halo mass throughout a
(sub)halo’s history assuming a scatter of 0.2 dex in luminos-
ity at fixed Mpeak
2. To assign M∗ to halos and subhalos, we
use the stellar mass function presented in Cao et al. (2019),
which utilized the PCA galaxy stellar masses of Chen et al.
(2012). The stellar mass function for SDSS DR7 is also pre-
sented in Cao et al. Although we require that our abundance
matching in luminosity is robust down to very low luminosi-
ties, for stellar mass we only require that the abundance
2 We note that there is marginal (< 0.1 dex) difference in the re-
sults when using Vpeak—the largest value of the halo’s maximum
circular velocity during its evolution—as the halo parameter to
abundance match to
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Figure 1. Left Panel: Dependence of Lsat on Mh predicted by abundance matching applied to halos in the C125 simulation. Lsat(Rvir)
means all satellites within the virial radius, while 100 and 50 refer to Lsat within projected apertures, in h−1kpc. For comparison, the
luminosity of central galaxies is shown with the filled circles. At Mh . 1012, the luminosity of the central galaxy dominates the total
luminosity within the halo. This is why using Lsat is a far more sensitive diagnostic of the dark halo than using Lsat +Lcen. Right Panel:
Same as left panel, but now binning the object by M∗ rather than Mh. The filled circles show the results of a model in which the scatter
of M∗ at fixed Mh is perfectly correlated with z1/2, the formation time of the halo. Although Lsat correlates with z1/2, this does not
impact results when binning in M∗.
matching is accurate down to M∗ ∼ 109 M, which is the
lower limit of our sample of central galaxies in SDSS.
3.2 Scaling of Lsat with Mh and M∗
Figure 1 shows the predictions for Lsat from the C125 sim-
ulation, binned both as a function of Mh and M∗. Results
are for all satellites brighter than Mr − 5 log h < −14. In
both panels, the results are shown for our three different
apertures.
The left-hand side of Figure 1 shows the results as a
function of Mh. For Lsat(Rvir), the total satellite luminos-
ity scales roughly as a power law, with a scaling slightly
steeper than linear. This is expected, as subhalo popula-
tions are mostly self-similar when you scale up the host halo
mass (Gao et al. 2004), and the number of subhalos at fixed
Mpeak scales linearly with host halo mass (Kravtsov et al.
2004). Between Mh = 10
11 to 1012 M, the luminosity of
the central galaxy increases by a factor of ∼ 4, while Lsat in-
creases by a factor of ∼ 20, making is a much more sensitive
diagnostic of halo mass than either the luminosity of the
central galaxy or the combined luminosity of both central
and satellite galaxies together.
For the 50 and 100 h−1kpc apertures—L50sat and L
100
sat ,
respectively—the results at Mh < 10
12 M are mostly un-
changed, but at higher masses the trends of Lsat flatten out
due to the larger cross sections of these halos.
The right-hand side of Figure 1 shows the same results,
but now binning by M∗ rather than by Mh. As expected
by the scaling between M∗ and Mh, the trend of Lsat with
M∗ is not as steep as before, but there is still a clear power-
law dependence of Lsat ∼ M∗0.6 for M∗ < 1010.5 M. At
larger masses, the trend become much steeper as the SHMR
flattens out, meaning that a small change in galaxy mass
corresponds to a larger change in Mh. We note that using
fixed apertures does not change the scaling of Lsat with M∗
for M∗ < 1010.5 M.
3.3 Dependence of Lsat on secondary halo
properties
Halos exhibit assembly bias (e.g., Wechsler et al. 2006; Gao
& White 2007, and see Mao et al. 2018; Salcedo et al. 2018;
Mansfield & Kravtsov 2019 for more recent treatments). At
fixed mass, certain secondary properties of a halo are cor-
related with its large-scale environment, and thus impact
halo clustering. One known property that exhibits halo as-
sembly bias is the amount of substructure within the halo
(Zentner et al. 2005; Wechsler et al. 2006; Gao & White
2007; Mao et al. 2015). Early-forming halos have lower num-
bers of subhalos, Nsub, because accreted subhalos have had
a longer amount of time to be tidally disrupted or merge
with the host halo due to dynamical friction. Late-forming
halos have had more recent accretion events, thus they will
have a surplus of substructure. Halo formation history corre-
lates strongly with large-scale environment, such that early-
forming low-mass halos are in higher-density regions. Here
were parameterize halo formation time as the redshift at
which the halo reaches half its present-day mass, z1/2.
Another halo property that correlates with formation
history is concentration, c—early forming halos have higher
concentrations. For aperture measurements of Lsat that are
significantly smaller than Rvir, we must determine the im-
pact c has on estimates of Lsat at fixed halo mass.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of Lsat on z1/2 for three
different bins of Mh. The distribution of z1/2 is shown with
the histogram at the bottom of each panel. The filled cir-
cles show Lsat(Rvir) while the solid curve shows Lsat(50).
Both show a significant dependence of Lsat on z1/2, with
younger halos containing more satellites. Concentration is
MNRAS 000, 1–21 (0000)
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Figure 2. Dependence of halo properties on formation time, for different halo masses. In each panel, red circles show the correlation
between Lsat(Rvir) and z1/2 for halos of different masses. The distribution of z1/2 is shown with the histogram at the bottom of each
panel. Blue squares show the correlation between c and z1/2. The solid curves show Lsat(50), which is nearly the same as the results
for Rvir. This indicates that concentration c does not alter the relationship between z1/2 and Lsat, regardless of the aperture used. All
results are based on the C125 simulation.
highly correlated with z1/2, as shown by the blue squares
in each panel. For these results, the y-axis is now log c/〈c〉.
Younger halos have lower concentrations, while older halos
have higher concentrations, in agreement with previous re-
sults (e.g., Wechsler et al. 2002; Giocoli et al. 2012). The
similarity between the circles and curves shows that con-
centration does not alter the relationship between z1/2 and
Lsat, even when only measuring Lsat in the inner parts of
the halo.
3.4 Dependence of Lsat on large-scale environment
The results of Figure 2 indicate that Lsat will correlate with
large-scale density at fixed Mh and M∗. This is shown explic-
itly in Figure 3, in which we plot the clustering amplitude
of galaxies relative to the clustering of dark matter on large
scales. Different curves show the top and bottom quartiles of
Lsat at fixed M∗. The lowest quartile in Lsat has significantly
higher clustering than the highest quartile. However, the dif-
ference between the bias values is not as large as it would
be if the galaxies were partitioned by z1/2 directly. This is
due to the fact that a large fraction of halos, especially at
low M∗, have no satellites brighter than Mr−5 log h = −14.
Thus, the trend of clustering with z1/2 is lost for the fainter
part of the Lsat distribution. For comparison, we show the
prediction for the bias of the faintest quartile assuming a
lower magnitude limit of -10 rather than -14. There are still
many empty halos, but the difference in clustering ampli-
tudes is larger by nearly a factor of two.
3.5 Assembly bias and Lsat scaling with M∗
Regardless of the degree to which Lsat correlates with z1/2, if
halo formation history does not correlate with galaxy prop-
erties then it will not bias any results obtained through the
Lsat method—Lsat would still be a true proxy for Mh if
primary galaxies are stacked according to their observable
properties. In detail this is likely to be not exactly true—
halo abundance matching models based on Vpeak or other
formation-dependent halo quantities, rather than halo mass,
are a better match3 to observed galaxy clustering (Red-
dick et al. 2013; Lehmann et al. 2017; Zentner et al. 2016),
and Vpeak correlates weakly with large-scale environment at
fixed halo mass, amplifying halo clustering by a few percent
(Walsh & Tinker 2019).
The right-hand panel of Figure 1 considers the impact
that galaxy assembly bias may have on how Lsat scales with
M∗. If, for example, M∗ correlates with z1/2 at fixed Mh,
then what is the impact on the Lsat-M∗ correlation? To test
this idea, we use the conditional abundance matching frame-
work of Hearin & Watson (2013). After determining the
mean M∗-Mh relation through our parameterized SHMR,
but before adding scatter to the central galaxy M∗, we bin
all host halos in narrow bins of Mh. In each bin, halos are
rank-ordered by z1/2 and matched to the residual with re-
spect to the mean stellar mass, ∆M∗. The scatter about the
mean is still a log-normal, but now M∗ is correlated with
z1/2 at fixed Mh. This yields a galaxy-halo connection very
similar to that seen in both hydrodynamic models (Matthee
et al. 2017) and semi-analytic models (Tojeiro et al. 2016),
in which older halos have more massive galaxies at fixed M∗.
3 We note that these conclusions are based on the standard χ2
statistic to discriminate between models. Other studies (Sinha
et al. 2018; Vakili & Hahn 2019) have found that extra param-
eters above halo mass are not statistically preferred when using
more sophisticated statistical analyses. Thus, the observational
situation is not fully settled.
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To estimate the maximal possible effect, we assume a
1:1 correlation between z1/2 and ∆M∗ with no scatter. The
results of this model for L50sat are shown in the right-hand
panel of Figure 1 with the orange cicles. Even with the maxi-
mal assembly bias model, there is a negligible impact on Lsat
scaling. This result would be quite different if we were bin-
ning on a secondary galaxy property at fixedM∗—properties
such as effective radius or galaxy velocity dispersion—and
these properties correlated with z1/2. We will explore this
possibility in a future work.
3.6 Distinguishing Mh from z1/2
Figure 4 shows an example of how to distinguish between
the impact of Mh and z1/2 on Lsat. In the left panel, two
models are shown, constructed on the C250 simulation, in
which Lsat correlates with a hypothetical secondary galaxy,
X, at fixedM∗ for central galaxies. The galaxy stellar mass is
∼ 1010 M, so the halo mass is ∼ 1011.8 M. For one model,
X is correlated withMh at fixedM∗, thus Lsat increases with
X, even though stellar mass is held constant. For the second
model, X anti-correlates with z1/2 at fixed M∗. Thus, higher
values of property X correlate with younger halos, yielding
a correlation between X and Lsat that is consistent between
the two models.
In the right-hand panel, we show the predictions these
two models make for correlations between X and large-scale
environment, ρ/ρ¯. Here, ρ is measured in the same way as it
would in the redshift survey data—measuring the density in
a galaxy density field, in redshift space, in 10 Mpc top-hat
spheres. This is consistent with the approach to measuring
large-sale environment taken in Tinker et al. (2017, 2018b).
The model in which X anti-correlates with z1/2 is an exam-
ple of galaxy assembly bias. There is a clear anti-correlation
between X and ρ—younger halos reside in underdensities,
thus galaxies with higher values ofX also are found in under-
densities. The model in which X correlates with Mh shows
no correlation with ρ—at the halo masses probed, there is
little correlation between Mh and ρ. At higher values of M∗,
the host halo masses will eventually get large enough such
that a trend of X with ρ will be produced. But this trend will
have opposite sign to the z1/2 model—a positive correlation
between X and Mh yields a positive correlation between X
and ρ at Mh significantly larger than 10
12 M.
Although the amplitude of the trend produced by the
z1/2 model is only ∼ 20%, this amplitude is detectable in
current SDSS data. Trends of this amplitude have been de-
tected in star formation rate and Sersic index, while corre-
lations with ρ can be ruled out in other parameters, such
as galaxy color or quenched fraction (Tinker et al. 2017,
2018b).
4 TESTING THE SELECTION OF CENTRAL
GALAXIES
A critical aspect of this approach is the ability to select
a pure sample of central galaxies. In this paper we test
two similar but complementary approaches to identify cen-
tral galaxies within a spectroscopic galaxy sample: a galaxy
group finder and a ‘central galaxy finder,’ as specified in
§2. Although the halo masses estimated by the group finder
Figure 3. Clustering amplitude, expressed as b2, as a function
of M∗. Results here are base on the C250 simulation, combined
with abundance matching models. The ‘bias factor’ b is defined
as the ratio of the correlation function of halos to that of matter,
(ξh/ξm)
1/2, at r > 10 h−1Mpc. Different colored circles indicate
different quartiles in Lsat at fixed M∗. Central galaxies in halos
with lower amounts of satellite light are more strongly clustered
because these halos have early formation times. The difference
between the clustering amplitude of the upper and lower quar-
tiles is attenuated by the fact that many of the halos have no
satellites about our fiducial magnitude threshold. Extending that
threshold down to Mr−5 log h = −10 from −14 further separates
the quartiles because a smaller fraction are empty.
can be suspect, especially when breaking the group sample
into red and blue central galaxies, one of the group finder’s
strengths is identifying which galaxies are central and which
are satellites. The code yields a quantity labeled Psat, which
roughly corresponds to the probability of a given galaxy be-
ing a satellite in a larger halo. To characterize an entire
galaxy population, splitting at Psat = 0.5 classifies all galax-
ies as one or the other. This breakpoint, however, does in-
troduce some impurities into the sample of central galaxies
of roughly 10-15% (Tinker et al. 2011). Defining a sample of
‘pure’ central galaxies, with Psat < 0.1, removes the majority
of impurities with only a small decrease in the completeness
of the sample. Defined in this way, pure centrals are not bi-
ased in terms of the distribution of environments in which
central galaxies are found (Tinker et al. 2017).
The second method, the central galaxy finder, is more
flexible but less robust. We describe the method in Ap-
pendix A. Briefly, the method is quite similar to the group
finder, but makes no attempt to find true groups. The al-
gorithm first assigns halo masses to galaxy masses using in-
verse abundance matching—in contrast to using abundance
matching to assign M∗ to halos in simulations. We use the
tabulated stellar-to-halo mass relations of Behroozi et al.
(2013d) rather than using actual galaxy counts. Thus, the
method does not require that a galaxy sample be volume-
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Figure 4. Left Panel: Two theoretical models in which a hypothetical galaxy secondary property, X, correlates with the host halo at
fixed M∗. The solid red curve is a model in which X correlates with Mh, yielding a correlation between Lsat and X at fixed stellar mass.
The dashed blue line is a model in which X anti-correlates with z1/2 at fixed M∗, yielding a similar correlation. These two models can
be distinguished in the right panel, which shows the correlation between X and large-scale density ρ. The z1/2 model shows a correlation
between X and ρ, due to the fact that early-forming halos reside in low-density regions. In the Mh model, the parameter X shows no
correlation with density. All results are from the C250 simulation.
limited, or contain a large number of galaxies. To classify
whether a galaxy is a central, all that is required is to know
the masses of its nearest neighbors. Using the properties of
halos—their velocity dispersions and density profiles—the
code determines the probability that a given galaxy is a
central galaxy in its halo. We refer to this quantity as Pcen.
4.1 Bias on the Lsat-M∗ relation
Figure 5 shows the impact of impurities in the central galaxy
samples has on L50sat. To perform this test, we created mock
galaxy distributions using the C250 box that match the PCA
stellar mass function. Each galaxy in the mock is assigned
both an L50sat value and total luminosity of interloper, or
‘background’ galaxies we term LBG. Thus the total light
within the aperture is Ltot = L
50
sat + LBG. These are cho-
sen to match the distributions of Ltot and LBG seen in the
data, which we describe in §5. Results in Figure 5 repre-
sent the mean of 100 mock realizations. In each realization,
the quantity that varies is the assignment of L50sat, which is
drawn randomly from the distribution of Ltot and LBG in
the SDSS data.
Central and satellite galaxies follow different distribu-
tions of L50sat. The left-side panel of Figure 5 shows the input
values of L50sat as a function of M∗ of the mock. At a given
M∗, the Lsat values for satellite galaxies is roughly an order
of magnitude higher than for centrals. Thus, impurities in
the central sample can bias the measurements if the purity
goes significantly below unity.
To construct a mock galaxy survey suitable for testing
the group finder, we first convert the cartesian positions and
velocities of the cubic mock from C250 to RA, Dec, and
redshift assuming one corner of the box as the observer. The
resulting mock is an octant of the full sky, volume-limited
down to M∗ = 109 M, with a maximum redshift of z =
0.08. The group finder is then applied to the mock. We use
the group finder results to make two central galaxy samples:
one with Psat < 0.5 and a pure sample with Psat < 0.1. The
results are shown with the long-dash and dotted lines in the
left-hand panel. Above M∗ = 1010.5 M, the bias induced by
the impurities in the sample are negligible. At lower masses,
the Psat < 0.5 sample yields a bias of ∼ 0.15 dex. The pure
sample of Psat < 0.1 yields a bias roughly half as large, at
∼ 0.08 dex.
To apply the central galaxy finder to the mock, we mod-
ify the procedure to construct a flux-limited sample, rather
than a volume-limited sample. First, we repeat the C250 cu-
bic mock 8 times to extend the maximum redshift limit to
z = 0.16. The mock is divided into narrow bins of logM∗,
which are subsampled match the observed redshift distri-
butions N(z|M∗) in the full flux-limited SDSS catalog, in
units of [dz−1deg−2.] We do this process separately for star-
forming and quiescent galaxies, because quiescent galaxies
are fainter at fixed M∗, thus they have distinct redshift dis-
tributions.
We apply the central galaxy finder to the flux-limited
mock catalog, using Pcen > 0.9 to define the sample of cen-
tral galaxies. The L50sat results, shown in the left-hand panel
of Figure 5 as well, are nearly indistinguishable from the
full Psat < 0.5 sample from the group finder. Thus, the cen-
tral galaxy sample from the flux-limited catalog has slightly
more bias in it than the pure sample from the volume-
limited catalog, but the flexibility increased statistics af-
forded through the flux-limited catalog make it possible to
perform fine-grained, multi-dimensional binning on Lsat re-
sults.
4.2 Bias on Lsat in sub-populations
The true concern of impurities in the central sample is not in
biasing the results of L50sat for the full sample, but rather cre-
ating a differential bias for sub-classes of galaxies that have
a higher fraction of satellite galaxies in them. The prime
example of such a sample is quiescent galaxies—quiescent
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Figure 5. Impact of the selection of central galaxies of the values of L50sat. The open circles connected by solid curve shows the input
value of L50sat around central galaxies. The open circles connected by the dashed black curve shows the values of L
50
sat if satellite galaxies
are taken to be the primary galaxies. Satellites reside in higher mass halos, thus their L50sat values are larger than those for central galaxies
of the same M∗. Left hand panel: L50sat values for the full sample of central galaxies constructed from mock galaxy distributions. The
long-dashed and dotted curves show the results from applying the galaxy group finder to a volume-limited mock sample of galaxies. The
long-dash line uses the full sample of central galaxies (Psat < 0.5) while the dotted line shows results for the pure sample of central
galaxies (Psat < 0.1). The short-dashed line shows the results of applying the central galaxy finder to a flux-limited mock galaxy catalog,
using Pcen > 0.9 to define the sample. Middle Panel: L50sat values obtained from applying the group finder to a volume-limited mock
galaxy sample, now broken into central galaxies that are star-forming and quiescent. See text for details. The central galaxy sample is
defined as Psat < 0.1. The input model assumes that all galaxies at fixed M∗ live in the same mass halos, so the any difference in the
measured L50sat values represents bias incurred by the group finding algorithm. Right Panel: Same as the middle panel, only now the
mock galaxy sample is flux-limited, matching the n(z) of the SDSS data, and central galaxies are identified using the central galaxy
finder with Pcen > 0.9. The errors on the results for quiescent galaxies represent the error in the mean of 100 realizations of the mock.
The shaded area represents the dispersion.
galaxies have a significantly higher satellite fraction than
star-formning galaxies at all stellar masses (e.g., Weinmann
et al. 2006; Wetzel et al. 2012; Tinker et al. 2013). In the
mock, we constrain the quenched fraction to match that seen
in the group finder as a function of stellar mass. We do this
separately for true centrals and true satellites in the mock,
as they have different quenched fractions. We assume that
star-forming and quiescent central galaxies of the same M∗
live in halos of the same Mh. This choice is driven less by
results in the literature (see the wide disparity of results in
Wechsler & Tinker 2018 described in §1) than it is to make
it straightforward to identify any biases imparted by impu-
rities in the central sample: the input model yields L50sat-M∗
correlations that are identical for star-forming and quies-
cent galaxies. Thus any differences in the final results are a
consequence of impurities in the central galaxy sample.
The middle panel of Figure 5 shows the results of ap-
plying the group finder to the volume-limited mock, and
then dividing up the sample by star-forming and quiescent
galaxies. Results here are for Psat < 0.1. The results for
star-forming galaxies are nearly identical to those for the
full sample in the left-hand panel, but the quiescent galax-
ies have slightly higher L50sat values, roughly twice the bias
(in dex).
The right-hand panel of Figure 5 shows the results of
applying the central galaxy finder to the flux-limited mock
catalog. The amplitudes of the biases are larger than that
seen in the results from the group catalog, but the results
are consistent, with the bias in logL50sat for quiescent galaxies
being twice as large as that seen in the star-forming central
galaxies.
Although the biases seen in Figure 5 are non-negligible,
they are small compared to the overall trend in L50sat with
M∗, and can be corrected using the results of mock tests
such as this one.
5 APPLICATION TO DATA
In this section we will discuss how we ameliorate observa-
tional systematics that may influence the measured values
of LRsat and L
50
sat. We focus here on variable survey depth for
LRsat, unbiased estimation of the background galaxy counts
for L50sat, and eliminating redshift dependence of the L
50
sat
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Figure 6. Recovery of conditional luminosity functions in sim-
ulations. Here we present results using the Buzzard mock galaxy
samples (DeRose et al. 2019). The Buzzard simulations are con-
structed to match observational statistics of an r < 24 photomet-
ric sample of galaxies (citation). The method of measuring Φsat
uses annuli around each primary to estimate the background. We
find minimal dependence of results on the exact choice of the an-
nuli radii, with the exception of the highest mass bin, Mh > 10
14
M.
Figure 7. Open circles show the estimates of the surface bright-
ness in background galaxies using annuli around SDSS primary
galaxies. All annuli have some contamination by interlopers (other
primary galaxies). The annuli are rank-ordere by total stellar
mass of SDSS galaxies within them, and thus ‘interloper limit’
indicates what fraction of annuli are used to calculate the back-
ground. The filled red circles at x = 0 is an estimate of the back-
ground from random locations that have no interlopers.
measurements. The results presented in this section will
show measurements conducted on actual Legacy Surveys
data.
5.1 Measuring the conditional luminosity function
within dark matter halos
The conditional luminosity function (CLF) is defined as the
luminosity function of satellite galaxies, conditioned on the
mass of the host halo, Φsat(Mr|Mh). The depth of the DLIS
data varies across the sky, thus when measuring the CLFs,
we track the limiting magnitude for each halo depending on
its angular position and redshift. For each primary galaxy,
we assume all photometric galaxies along the line of sight
are at the redshift of the primary galaxy. For each halo, we
define the limiting absolute magnitude Mr,lim = mr,lim + µ,
where µ is the distance modulus at the redshift of that halo
and mr,lim is the limiting magnitude at that location in the
survey. The luminosity function is defined as
Φsat(Mr|Mh)dMr = Ngal(Mr)
Nh(Mr)
, (1)
where Nh(Mr) is the number of halos that have a Mr,lim >
Mr, and Ngal(Mr) is the number of galaxies above the back-
ground at magnitude Mr, expressed as
Ngal(Mr) = Ntot(Mr)− fANBG(Mr), (2)
where Ntot is the total number of galaxies at Mr within the
aperture centered on the SDSS galaxy, and NBG is the num-
ber of background galaxies at that magnitude. This quantity
is measured from an annulus around the halo. This is the
same approach as taken in Hansen et al. (2009) and Tal et al.
(2012) for estimating the background around massive ob-
jects, such as clusters or luminous red galaxies. Our fiducial
choice for the annuli radii are R = [Rvir, 3Rvir], but in prac-
tice we find that the exact choice of annuli boundaries has
negligible impact on the results. The factor fA is to account
for any differences in the area used to estimate the two N
values. For example, if we use annuli with R = [Rvir, 3Rvir],
fA for L
R
sat is 1/(9− 1) = 1/8.
5.2 CLF recovery in simulations
Figure 6 shows the results of applying our method of mea-
suring the CLF on simulations. The mock galaxy catalogs
we use are the Buzzard mocks (DeRose et al. 2019). These
simulations were utilized by the Dark Energy Survey (DES)
to test the pipeline and quantify systematic errors in the
cosmological analysis (MacCrann et al. 2018). The Buzzard
mock galaxy distributions have large volume, subtending
roughly 10,000 deg2 when projected onto the sky. The mocks
also incorporate galaxies faint enough to match the flux limit
in DES imaging, which is significantly deeper than DLIS
data. The mocks are tuned to match the evolution of the lu-
minosity function from z = 0 to z = 1, galaxy clustering as
a function of luminosity, and the observed color-density re-
lation at z = 0. In order to create such a large-volume mock,
the dark matter simulation on which the mock is built only
resolves halos down to Mh ≈ 1012.5 M, and the galaxies
that would be contained in lower-mass halos are placed by
sampling the dark matter density field in order match all of
the observational statistics mentioned above.
To mimic our analysis of LRsat on DLIS data, we restrict
the Buzzard mock to galaxies with r < 24, and construct a
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Figure 8. Results for SDSS primary galaxies: L50sat as a function of z for three different methods of measuring Lsat. In each panel,
the blue points indicate L50sat after removing primary galaxies that have interlopers inside the 50 h
−1kpc aperture, and the background
luminosity of galaxies is taken from random points within the SDSS footprint (see text for details). This method produces lsatx results
that are roughly constant with redshift, and thus we use it as our fiducial method. Red points indicate L50sat when using annuli around
the primaries to estimate the background, and including all primaries that are within the DLIS footprint. This method yields a strong
redshift trend, and even produces some negative values of L50sat. Green points represent L
50
sat when using random points to estimate
the background, but still include all primary galaxies. This method also produces a strong redshift trend. Results are shown for three
different bins in M∗. Below M∗ = 109.8 M, the data do not span a wide enough range in redshift to quantify and trend in z. The
shaded histogram at the bottom of each panel shows the redshift distribution for galaxies in the M∗ bin.
volume-limited sample of primary galaxies from all resolved
halos within z = 0.1. Here we assume perfect knowledge of
the true sample of central galaxies, thus this test isolates
the method of stacking halos and background subtraction.
As with the DLIS data, we measure the background using
annuli around each primary object. Results are shown in
Figure 6 in bins of logMh. The recovered CLFs are in ex-
cellent agreement with the mock inputs, including how the
amplitude of Φsat scales with Mh and the magnitude of the
cutoff in each luminosity function. This test demonstrates
that the interlopers present in both the annuli and the aper-
tures around the primary galaxies cancel each other, allow-
ing robust recovery of Φsat. To measure L
R
sat, we integrate
the measured values of Φsat(Mr|Mh), weighted by the lumi-
nosity at each bin of Mr.
5.3 Measuring L50sat
As discussed above, when measuring Lsat around galaxies—
rather than halos—we wish to impart no prior on Mh in the
measurements. Thus we choose L50sat as our observational
quantity around galaxies. To measure L50sat we first estimate
the CLF individually for each galaxy, but restricting the
galaxy counts to be within the 50 h−1kpc aperture centered
on the primary galaxy. Our method for measuring L50sat dif-
fers from LRsat in out approach to estimating NBG(Mr) in
equation (2), which we we discuss in the proceeding section.
After making the measurement of the 50-h−1kpc CLF, we
integrate Φ(Mr) from M
lim
r :
Lsat =
Mhir∑
M lowr
10−0.4(Mr−Mr,)Φ(Mr)∆Mr, (3)
where Mr, = 4.65 and we use the center of the bin for the
value of Mr. In Eq. (3), the limits of the summation are set
to maximize the signal to noise ot the Lsat measurement.
In practice, background galaxies at low redshift (but below
the magnitude limit of SDSS spectroscopy) can cause large
fluctuations in Lsat when converting to absolute magnitude.
Thus we enforce a bright limit based on the stellar mass of
the central galaxy, such that
Mhir = −21− 2× (logM∗ − 10). (4)
Essentially, Eq. (4) enforces a limit that satellite galaxies
cannot be brighter than the central galaxy itself. For M lowr
we chose Mr − 5 log h = −14. At fainter magnitudes, we
find that the luminosity function of all galaxies within the
aperture centered on the central galaxy falls below the lu-
minosity function of the background at fainter magnitudes
(i.e., equation (2) would be negative). The presence of bright
foreground galaxies—i.e., the SDSS centrals and any satel-
lites within the halo—reduces the efficiency of finding faint
extended objects in the DLIS imagery. We choose -14 as our
faint limit because it yields a nearly volume-limited sam-
ple out to z = 0.15, which is the maximum redshift in our
flux-limited sample.
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5.4 Estimating the background for L50sat
As mentioned above, we use a different approach to estimat-
ing the background surface density of galaxies when measur-
ing L50sat than when measuring satellite luminosities within
the entire halo. When using annuli at∼ 3Rvir to estimate the
background, most of these annuli are impacted by the pres-
ence of interlopers—other SDSS galaxies—projected along
the line of sight. Thus, the estimate of of LBG is biased due
to the presence of halos that contain an enhanced number
of secondary galaxies within them.
When estimating LRsat, using annuli does not actually
bias the value of Lsat obtained—the apertures subtended
by the halo Rvir suffers from the same contamination at the
annuli themselves (as demonstrated in the comparison to the
Buzzard mocks in Figure 6). However, when estimating L50sat,
the smaller aperture yields a much smaller fraction of Ltot
measurements that have interlopers. Although it is possible
to develop an estimator to robustly account for the presence
of interlopers in the background (i.e., Masjedi et al. 2006),
these primary objects can be successfully removed from the
sample of central galaxies without significantly impacting
the statistics of the overall sample. Therefore, to measure
an unbiased L50sat we require an estimate of LBG that is also
unaffected by interlopers.
Figure 7 shows how interlopers impact the value of LBG.
The y-axis shows the mean surface brightness of background
galaxies in annuli around primary galaxies with M∗ = 1010.5
M. All these annuli contain interlopers within them, thus
for each annulus we measure the total stellar mass of all in-
terlopers within the annulus. The x-axis, labeled ‘interloper
limit,’ refers to the the fraction of annuli used in calculat-
ing the mean surface brightness of background galaxies. The
annuli are rank-ordered by the total stellar mass of the in-
terlopers. An interloper limit of 0.6 means than the lower
60% of annuli are used to calculate the mean background
surface brightness. Thus, the background surface brightness
decreases monotonically with decreasing interloper limit.
The red circle at zero on the x-axis is an estimate of
the background from randomly-chosen areas within the foot-
print that do not contain interlopers. Specifically, this value
is the average of ∼ 30, 000 apertures with angular radius
35.2 arcsec, which is 50 h−1kpc at z = 0.05. The locations
of these points were chosen from random locations within
both the SDSS mask and the DLIS footprint, and then re-
stricted to only include locations that are outside Rvir/2 of
the nearest SDSS galaxy. Extending this limit to only in-
clude locations that are fully outside any SDSS virial radius
does not leave enough area for a robust estimation of the
background. But, as can be seen from Figure 7, using these
random locations yields an estimate of the background that
is a clear extrapolation of the annuli toward having no in-
terlopers. In all measurements of L50sat, we use the the mean
〈NBG(Mr)〉 from these 30,000 apertures as our estimate of
the background surface density of galaxies.
5.5 Redshift effects on L50sat
We do not expect the galaxy-halo connection to change sig-
nificantly over the redshift baseline of the SDSS. Thus, a
good diagnostic for our method of estimating Lsat is to
demonstrate that the quantity is independent of z. Figure 8
shows results with DLIS data to demonstrate this fact.
Figure 8 shows L50sat as a function of z for three differ-
ent stellar mass bins. In each panel, we show three different
methods of calculating L50sat: Red points show measurements
using annuli to estimate the background, and all primary
galaxies are included regardless of whether there are inter-
lopers within the 50 h−1kpc aperture. Green points show the
results for all primary galaxies when we use the uncontami-
nated random points for the estimate of LBG. Blue points—
our fiducial method—show the results using the random
points for LBG, but now removing primary objects with in-
terlopers within the aperture. The shaded histogram at the
bottom of each panel shows the redshift distribution for each
sample of galaxies.
In each panel, the red points (annuli background) show
significant redshift trend of L50sat. For the lowest M∗ bin, the
values of L50sat become negative at the peak of the redshift
distribution. Switching from annuli backgrounds to the ran-
dom background avoids this problem, since now the estimate
of LBG is ∼ 20% lower, but there is still a significant redshift
trend with L50sat. The blue points, where primary objects with
interlopers are removed, yields L50sat values that are roughly
independent of redshift. Errors on each data point are from
bootstrap resampling on the sample of primary galaxies in
each bin in redshift.
6 RESULTS FOR SDSS CENTRAL GALAXIES
In this section, we present our first results of measuring Lsat
around SDSS galaxies. We focus on how our measurements
of Lsat scale with Mh and M∗, and how they compare to our
abundance matching predictions. The values ofMh are taken
from the group catalog, and thus should be taken as esti-
mates only. Analysis of the Lsat results for sub-populations
of galaxies, secondary galaxy properties, and correlations
with environment will be presented in further work.
6.1 Projected Radial Profiles
Figure 9 shows the surface number density of photometric
galaxies, centered on primary identified through the galaxy
group finder. In the left-hand panel, each color indicates a
different bin in Mh. As halo mass increases, the amplitude
of Σgal also increases, but as Rp decreases, each projected
density profile hits a maximum value and then turns over at
smaller scales. This is due to the presence of a bright cen-
tral galaxy located at the center of the halo. The location of
this peak value increases with Mh, as expected as the lumi-
nosity of the central galaxy increases as well. The thick blue
curve in this panel shows the total projected number density
of galaxies before background subtraction, for Mh = 10
13.2
M. The value of the background can easily be seen, as Σgal
reaches a horizontal asymptot well within the virial radius
of the halo. However, this curve shows the same behavior as
the measurements for satellite galaxies, peaking at Rp ∼ 15
kpc/h. Inside this scale, the total Σgal falls below the asymp-
totic value of the background, demonstrating the presence
of the central galaxy inhibits source detection at the center
of the halo.
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Figure 9. Left Panel: The excess surface density of galaxies above random, Σgal, as a function of projected comoving separation from
the group center. To calculate distances, all galaxies are assumed to be at the redshift of the group. The key shows the value of logMh.
The solid blue curve shows the total projected number of densities of galaxies before background subtraction. All data are for galaxies
brighter than Mr − 5 log h = −14. The turnover of all these data at small scales is due to the presence of a bright central galaxy in the
group. Right Panel: Σgal for the Mh = 10
11.7 bin compared to different theoretical models. The solid red curve shows the abundance
matching result from the C125 simulation, which is consistent with the higher-resolution Aquarius simulations. The dash and dotted
curves show NFW fits with concentration parameter c = 15, but with inner slopes of γ = −1 (standard NFW) and γ = −2, which is
supported by small-scale clustering measurements of Watson et al. (2012).
The right-hand panel of Figure 9 compares our mea-
surements for Mh = 10
11.1 M halos to several theoreti-
cal predictions. The solid red curve shows the abundance
matching prediction from the C125 simulation. The thick
dashed line show NFW profiles (Navarro et al. 1997) with
concentration parameter of c = 15, which is consistent with
the ΛCDM prediction for halos of this mass (Maccio` et al.
2008). The blue dotted line is a modified NFW profile, with
inner slope γ = −2 rather than -1, but with the same con-
centration parameter. The dot-dash line shows the Einasto
profile fit to the distribution of subhalos in the Aquarius
project (Springel et al. 2008).
The abundance matching prediction is significantly
shallower than the SDSS results or the NFW profiles, al-
though it is in good agreement with the Aquarius results,
which are significantly higher resolution. Whether these sim-
ulation results are still affected by numerical artifacts is still
an open issue however; van den Bosch et al. (2018); van den
Bosch & Ogiya (2018) find that subhalo disruption via phys-
ical mechanisms should be occur only very rarely, and thus
the disruption of substructure seen in N-body simulations
is largely artificial. There is observational evidence consis-
tent with this claim as well: when constructing models of
faint Milky Way satellite from collisionless N-body simula-
tions, Nadler et al. (2019) note that “orphans”—evolving
satellite galaxies analytically after their host subhalos are
too disrupted to track within the simulation—are required
to match the total observed number of satellites. Previous
comparisons between the small-scale clustering of subhalos
and measured clustering of galaxies have shown good agree-
ment (e.g., Conroy et al. 2006; Reddick et al. 2013; Lehmann
et al. 2017), but these comparisons are restricted to scales
larger than those of interest here (Rp & 0.2 h−1Mpc) and for
brighter galaxy samples. Clustering measurements at these
scales are largely insensitive to the values of halo concen-
tration parameters used (Tinker et al. 2012). Watson et al.
(2012) use cross-correlation techniques to measure galaxy
clustering down to Rp ∼ 0.01 h−1Mpc, finding evidence for
steeper inner density profiles, consistent with the γ = −2
shown in Figure 9, and concentration parameters roughly
consistent with that predicted by collisionless N-body sim-
ulations.
Either NFW profile is a reasonable description of the
data, relative to the subhalo results, but all Σgal measure-
ments have a “kink” at Rp ∼ Rvir/5. This feature can
be seen in the results for the lowest halo mass bin in the
right-hand panel of Figure 9, at logRp ≈ −1.4, where the
SDSS measurements fall below the predictions for C125.
This could be an artifact of the small amount of satellite
galaxies leaking into the sample of central galaxies, or an
observational systematic related to background subtraction.
Further study is required for a sufficient explanation of this
feature.
6.2 Conditional Luminosity Functions
Figure 10 presents our measurements of the CLFs within
the first and third volume-limited samples listed in Table 1.
To avoid crowding, we split the CLFs into two panels. In
each panel, the connected circles show the results from our
method of stacking DLIS data and subtracting off the back-
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Figure 10. Conditional luminosity functions for satellites within spectroscopic groups. Results are split into two panels to avoid crowding.
The filled circles show results using the DLIS imaging data with background subtraction. The thick colored lines show the results using
the spectroscopic redshifts obtained by matching the DLIS galaxies with SDSS spectra. Errors are from bootstrap resampling on the
sample of groups. The key shows the value of logMh. Error bars are obtained by bootstrap resampling on the set of groups.
Figure 11. Same as Figure 10, but now comparing the CLF measurements to abundance matching predictions of the C125 simulation.
Solid curves show the N-body predictions. Circles indicate the DLIS measurements, with open circles being measurements using the
DLIS galaxies with SDSS spectra, restricted to the magnitude range where the sample is complete.
ground contribution estimated in annuli around each halo.
Errors are estimated by bootstrap resampling on the sam-
ple of central galaxies. The thick colored curves show results
from DLIS galaxies that are brighter than the SDSS flux
limit, and thus have spectroscopic redshifts. For each DLIS
galaxy with a redshift, we calculate the probability that is
is a satellite within a group in our SDSS group catalogs
using the same procedure that the group catalogs were con-
structed in the first place (see Appendix A in Tinker et al.
2011). These two independent methods of estimating Φsat
show excellent agreement in the regions they overlap. The
spectroscopic sample is more efficient at removing extremely
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bright galaxies that are spuriously counted as satellites, but
the overall amplitudes and Schechter-function break-points
agree between the two measurements.
Figure 11 compares the CLF measurements to abun-
dance matching predictions. Here, the data points are a com-
posite of the imaging results and the spectroscopic results.
Overall, the agreement is reasonable. The overall scaling of
Φsat with halo mass is in good agreement (we will show
integrated values of Lsat in the next section), and the abun-
dance matching predictions match the observed CLFs at the
high-luminosity end. The primary disagreement between the
N-body prediction and the measurements is in the power-
law slope at faint luminosities, which is shallower in the data
than in the abundance matching model. This could be due to
the possible artificial disruption of satellites discussed with
Figure 9, which would preferentially impact lower-mass sub-
halos, or it could be that the extrapolation of our particular
implementation of the abundance matching model to such
low luminosities is no longer valid. We will address these
questions in more detail in a subsequent paper.
Previous measurements of the faint CLF in the Milky
Way and M31 by Strigari & Wechsler (2012) found a cumu-
lative number of satellites of 2.4 and 3.1, respectively, down
to our magnitude limit of −14. At 1012 M, our measure-
ments yield a cumulative number of 2.9 satellites, which is
in excellent agreement with these independent results.
In Appendix B we present fitting functions for the mea-
sured CLFs, where the parameters of a double Schechter
function are presented as functions of halo mass.
6.3 Total Satellite Luminosity
Figure 12 compares the total integrated satellite luminos-
ity, Lsat, measured in the data to our abundance match-
ing predictions. All results use our fiducial limiting mag-
nitude of Mr − 5 log h = −14. The left-hand panel shows
the comparison for LRsat. The SDSS sample uses the volume-
limited group catalogs, with Psat < 0.1 and halo masses
estimated by the group finder. Error bars are from boot-
strap resampling on the sample of groups. The dotted black
line is a power-law fit to these data, which yields a scaling
of LRsat ∝ M1.1h . By a simple χ2 statistic, a power-law is a
statistically acceptable description of these data. The solid
blue curve shows the abundance matching prediction. The
ΛCDM prediction scales close to a power law, being steeper
at Mh < 10
13 M and shallower above this scale.
The right-hand panel of Figure 12 compares our mea-
surements of L50sat to the abundance matching predictions.
The observational results use the full flux-limited SDSS cata-
log, with central galaxies identified using the central-finding
algorithm. Results are shown as a function of M∗. The blue
curve once again shows our abundance matching prediction.
At low stellar masses, M∗ < 1010.5 M, the measurements
are above the predictions by about 0.2 dex. As demonstrated
in Paper I, the central-finding algorithm induces some impu-
rities in the sample of central galaxies. Using mocks, the im-
pact of these impurities on L50sat was quantified. The dashed
curve in this panel adds the bias on L50sat to the abundance
matching prediction, brining the theory and observations
into near perfect agreement.
6.4 Comparison to Weak Lensing Measurements
Figure 13 compares our L50sat measurements to weak lensing
halo mass estimates from Mandelbaum et al. (2016). The
Mandelbaum results split the galaxy sample by color, with
red and blue galaxies separated at g − r = 0.8. To facili-
tate a proper comparison, we convert Mh to L
50
sat using the
abundance matching results in Figure 1. The weak lensing
results are shown with the red and blue shaded regions in
the left-hand panel. Our L50sat measurements are shown with
the points with errors. Red and blue circles indicate results
for the red and blue subsamples, split with the same g − r
color cut. As with the weak lensing results, the Lsat mea-
surements indicate that red and blue central galaxies live in
halos of different mass, and this difference gets larger as M∗
increases. The relative values of L50sat for the blue and red
subsamples is in good agreement between the two indepen-
dent approaches.
The left side of Figure 13 also highlights how Lsat is
complementary to weak lensing, in that the Lsat measure-
ments can be mae to much lower values of M∗, below the
limiting mass for lensing. At these lower masses, the L50sat
values for the blue and red subsamples converge, indicating
that low-mass central galaxies on the red sequence live in
the same halos as star-forming central galaxies of the same
M∗.
The right-hand side of Figure 13 compares the errors on
L50sat to those obtained from weak lensing mass estimates. At
low M∗, the error on red galaxies for both lensing and L50sat
is significantly higher due to the lower overall number of red
galaxies. This reverses at the same location for both meth-
ods, M∗ ∼ 4× 1010 M. But the errors on L50sat are roughly
a factor of five lower than those on the weak lensing masses.
We also compare to results from the CFTH legacy survey
from Hudson et al. (2015), representing a much smaller-area
survey but higher quality imaging. The result of this survey
design leads to better errors than the SDSS results at low
M∗, but the smaller volume limits the upper mass limit at
which robust measurements can be obtained. But the errors
on L50sat are still significantly lower than those from CFHT
at most masses.
7 SUMMARY
In this paper we have presented Lsat as a proxy for dark mat-
ter halos. The approach is to measure the total luminosity
in satellite galaxies around a central galaxy. Lsat is signifi-
cantly more sensitive to Mh than the luminosity or mass of
the central galaxy, with a nearly linear dependence between
LRsat and Mh. To minimize any priors on the halo mass one
would infer from this method, we also explore Lsat mea-
sured within fixed apertures of 100 h−1kpc and 50 h−1kpc.
At M∗ < 1010.5 M and Mh < 1012.5 M, there is min-
imal impact on the scaling of Lsat when enforcing a fixed
aperture. At larger masses, enforcing a fixed aperture makes
Lsat less sensitive to halo mass than estimating Lsat using
all satellites within the halo, but there is a still a monotonic
relationship between Lsat and M∗ at all stellar masses.
A number of tests and comparisons demonstrate the
robustness of our approach:
• We find good agreement between theoretical predictions of
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Figure 12. Left-hand Panel: A comparison between LRsat measured around SDSS central galaxies and L
R
sat predicted in ΛCDM
simulations combined with abundance matching (“A.M”). The dotted line is the best-fit power law to the SDSS measurements, indicating
that LRsat scales roughly linearly with Mh. Right-hand Panel: Same as the opposite panel, but only now binning by central galaxy stellar
mass. The dashed curve shows the prediction of abundance matching after adding the expected bias in L50sat yielded by the central galaxy
finder, calibrated in Paper I.
Figure 13. Left Panel: Comparing our L50sat measurements to weak lensing measurements of SDSS central galaxies from Mandelbaum
et al. (2016). Points with errors show our L50sat measurements. At each M∗, galaxies are divided by the same color cut as used in
Mandelbaum, g− r > 0.8. The shaded regions indicate the weak lensing constraints. We convert the halo mass estimates of Mandelbaum
to L50sat values using the abundance matching results in Figure 1. Left Panel: A comparison of the errors between L
50
sat and weak lensing.
The filled circles are from our L50sat measurements, now broken into star-forming and quiescent (“Red/Blue”) samples. The shaded regions
indicate the errors on weak lensing halo masses by Mandelbaum et al. (2016), which is performed on the same SDSS sample as our L50sat
results. The open squares connected by dotted lines show results from the CFHT legacy survey by Hudson et al. (2015), a smaller area
but deeper imaging.
Lsat from abundance matching models, and our measure-
ments of Lsat around SDSS galaxies.
• We find good agreement between the conditional luminos-
ity functions based on our Lsat approach using photometric
data, and the CLF obtained from spectroscopic-only data,
where the two overlap.
• We find good agreement between Lsat and weak lensing
results for the relative halo masses of blue and red SDSS
galaxies at fixed M∗.
• Given the additional signal-to-noise of the Lsat method, we
are able to extend this comparison of red and blue galaxies
to galaxies that are more than an order of magnitude lower
mass.
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Additionally, at higher stellar masses, the precision of the
Lsat method allows us to compare galaxies not just in di-
visions of red and blue, but then to further fine-bin these
divisions based on other galaxy properties. Alpaslan & Tin-
ker (2019), a companion paper to this manuscript, presents
these initial results from SDSS.
The main theoretical uncertainty in using Lsat as a halo
mass proxy is the degeneracy of Lsat on halo formation his-
tory; late-forming halos have more substructure and thus
larger amounts of satellite luminosity. However, this correla-
tion makes a distinct prediction for the clustering and large-
scale environments of central galaxies. For example, Tinker
et al. (2018b), looking at galaxies on the star-forming main
sequence, showed that star formation rate correlated with
large-scale environment at fixed stellar mass: above-average
star-forming galaxies live in below-average large-scale den-
sities. These results were consistent with a model in which
galaxy star-formation rate was correlated with dark matter
halo accretion rate. Thus, if Lsat correlates with star for-
mation rate, the measurements of Tinker et al. (2018b) can
break the degeneracy, and quantify how much of the Lsat
variation is due to a change in Mh how much is due to a cor-
relation with z1/2. But this is only for star-forming galaxies.
In contrast, when dividing galaxies into star-forming and
quiescent samples, the quenched fraction of central galax-
ies is independent of environment (Tinker et al. 2008, 2017,
2018a; Peng et al. 2010; Zu & Mandelbaum 2016, 2018;
Wang et al. 2018). Thus, if there are differences in Lsat be-
tween red and blue galaxies, this is truly due to differences
in Mh, and not correlated with z1/2. This approach can be
extended to any galaxy property one wishes to probe, in-
cluding galaxy size, velocity dispersion, and morphology.
The primary observational systematic is in the defini-
tion of the sample of central galaxies. Impurities in this sam-
ple always go in the direction of increasing Lsat at fixed M∗.
No method of identifying central galaxies will be perfect, but
the two methods used here have minimal impact on Lsat, in-
creasing it by 0.1 to 0.2 dex. The primary concern is when
measuring relative values of Lsat when splitting up galax-
ies by secondary properties at fixed M∗. If the secondary
property correlates with satellite fraction, the impact of im-
purities will have a differential effect on the relative values of
Lsat. The division that should maximize this error—splitting
the sample based on color or star-formation bimodality—
still only produced a bias of 0.1-0.2 dex. The results from
our mock galaxy tests can also be used to correct observa-
tional results, or set systematic error bars.
The Lsat technique opens a new window into the galaxy-
halo connection. Many of the outstanding issues in this rela-
tionship can be addressed with Lsat. In a recent review of the
galaxy-halo connection, Wechsler & Tinker (2018) highlight
the need for additional data to constrain the relationship be-
tween halo mass and secondary galaxy properties, including
galaxy color and galaxy size. However, these secondary re-
lationships are difficult to detect through previous methods.
Given these open questions, the Lsat technique has many
applications that are complementary with direct probes of
halo mass.
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APPENDIX A: FINDING CENTRAL
GALAXIES
Here we present the details of our central-finding algorithm.
The purpose of this algorithm is to determine if a galaxy
is likely to be a central, but without attempting to deter-
mine the mass of its host halo. The basic approach is very
similar to running to the initialization stage of our group
finder, which works on inverse abundance matching—i.e.,
rather than putting mock galaxies within N-body dark mat-
ter halos, we put halos around observed galaxies by the same
abundance matching calculation:
∫ ∞
M∗
Φ(M∗
′) dM∗
′ =
∫ ∞
Mh
n(M ′h) dM
′
h, (A1)
where Φ(M∗) is the observed stellar mass function and
n(Mh) is the mass function of dark matter halos. Equation
(A1) is the simplest form of abundance matching, assum-
ing no scatter between M∗ and Mh. The first step in our
group finder is to use equation (A1) as a first guess of the
halos around each galaxy, regardless of whether they are
centrals or satellites, then begin the process of determining
the probability that each galaxy is a satellite within a larger
dark matter halos. In the group finder, the halo mass is itself
abundance matched onto the total group stellar mass, and
the entire sample is iterated to convergence.
In our central finder, we make the approach even
more simple and flexible by using pre-tabulated abundance
matching relations between Mh and M∗. In our fiducial ap-
proach, we use the relations tabulated in Behroozi et al.
(2013d), which quantify the stellar-to-halo mass relation
from z = 0 to z = 8. The use of pre-tabulated relations
means that it is no longer necessary to perform the abun-
dance matching on volume-limited samples of galaxies; a
1011 M central galaxy at z = 0.02, which likely has 10’s of
satellites within the flux-limited SDSS main galaxy sample,
is assigned the same halo mass at the same galaxy observed
at z = 0.15, where it likely has no satellite galaxies.
Just as in the group finder, the probability that a galaxy
is a satellite in a larger dark matter halo is given by:
Pcen =
(
1 + PRpP∆z/B
)−1
(A2)
where PRp is the probability at a given projected separation
from the center of the halo, and P∆z is the probability at a
given line-of-sight separation from the redshift of the halo.
B is a constant determined from calibration on mock galaxy
samples, set to be B = 10. The former is given by the pro-
jected NFW density profile (Navarro et al. 1997), while the
latter assumes a Gaussian probability distribution function
with width given by the virial velocity dispersion of the host
halo. Further details can be found in Appendix A of Tinker
et al. (2011) or Yang et al. (2005), on which our algorithm
is based.
The drawback to using the inverse abundance-matching
approach is that the halos assigned to galaxies will be biased,
given the fact that asymmetric scatter yields different mean
relationships of 〈M∗|Mh〉 and 〈Mh|M∗〉. However, this the
error this generally accrues is to overestimate the masses of
host halos, thus making it a conservative approach to deter-
mining if nearby galaxies are satellites. The other drawback
to this approach is that stellar mass estimates can differ
widely, thus the estimate used in Behroozi et al. (2013d)
may differ from that used in a given sample of galaxies.
However, in our tests we find that this yields minimal bias.
Figure A1 shows the results of our central finder when
applied to four different galaxy mocks. As a baseline, the
left-hand panel shows results when applied to a volume-
limited sample of z = 0 galaxies, complete down to a stellar
mass of M∗ = 109.3 M. The stellar mass function used
to put stellar mass into the halos is the PCA stellar mass
function. Normally, one would use the full group finder on a
volume-limited sample, but this test provides a good com-
parison for how results degrade in less optimal survey sam-
ples. The second panel is a flux-limited sample with same
redshift distribution as the SDSS main galaxy sample. For
Psat < 0.3, the sample of central galaxies identified by the al-
gorithm has a purity of > 90% and a completeness of around
70%.
The right two panels show the algorithm as applied
to mock samples that have significantly degraded redshift
information. Here, we replace the host halo velocity dis-
persion used the halo in P∆z with the average error on
the redshift. To construct mock samples we use the Buz-
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Figure A1. The purity and completeness of central galaxies identified by our central-finding algorithm. The solid curves show the
results as a function of Psat threshold. The dotted line shows the true fraction of central galaxies in each mock galaxy catalog. From
left to right, the panels are: a volume-limited sample of galaxies, complete to a stellar mass of M∗ = 109.3 M. A flux-limited sample
of galaxies with the same flux limit as the SDSS main galaxy sample, and the same n(z). A stellar-mass complete sample of galaxies
at z = 0.7 with redshift errors comparable to those in the PRIMUS survey. A stellar-mass complete sample of galaxies at z = 1.0 with
photometric redshift errors set to equal those from the CANDELS survey.
zard mocks of DeRose et al. (2019). The rightmost panel
is a mock sample comparable to the CANDELS survey at
z = 1.0 (Grogin et al. 2011); it is complete down to a stel-
lar mass of M∗ = 109.5 with a photometric redshift error
of σz/(1 + z) = 0.033. The next rightmost panel is an ap-
proximation of the redshift accuracy and redshift range of
the PRIMUS survey (Coil et al. 2011), with z ≈ 0.7 and
σz/(1 + z) = 0.005. For both of these mock surveys, the al-
gorithm yields central galaxy samples that are complete to
∼ 90% at Psat < 0.1. However, this comes at a significant
cost of the completeness of the sample, which dips below
50% at this Psat threshold.
This code and a short instruction manual is made pub-
licly available4.
APPENDIX B: FITTING THE CONDITIONAL
LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONS
We model the conditional luminosity function of satellites
within halos using the modified Schechter function employed
by Blanton et al. (2005b) to describe the luminosity function
of low-luminosity galaxies in the SDSS. This fitting function
takes the form
Φ(M) = 0.4 ln 10dM exp
(
−10−0.4(M−M∗)
)
[
φ∗,110
−0.4(M−M∗)(α1+1) + φ∗,210
−0.4(M−M∗)(α2+1)
]
.
(B1)
4 https://github.com/jltinker/IsolationCriterion
The motivation for this function in Blanton et al. (2005b)
is to better model an upturn in the luminosity function at
magnitudes fainter than Mr = −18. A similar upturn is
seen in the CLFs in higher mass halos in our results in Fig-
ure 10. We fix the values of the power-law indices to be of
α1 = 1 and α2 = −1.28, with the latter parameter fixing the
faint-end slope to be the same for all halos. We construct fit-
ting functions for how the other parameters of the modified
Schechter function depend on halo mass;
φ∗,1 =
{
0.98x− 12.85 if x > 12.5
0 if x 6 12.5 , (B2)
where x ≡ logMh,
φ∗,2 =
{
0.86x− 11.10 if x > 11.7
2.13x− 26 if x 6 11.7 , (B3)
and
M∗ =
{ −0.99x− 6.36 if x > 13.3
−19.58 if x 6 13.3 . (B4)
Equation (B2) implies that, for halos less massive than
1012.5 M, a single power-law Schechter function is sufficient
for modeling the CLF. The results of the fitting functions
are shown in Figure B1. The fitting parameters themselves
were obtained for the results at Mh 6 1013.8 M. At higher
halo masses, the faint end of the CLF deviates significantly
from the trends seen in lower mass halos. This is likely due
to insufficient background subtraction for the most massive
halos, and this effect is also seen in our tests with mock
galaxy samples (see Figure 8 in Paper I).
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Figure B1. Same as Figure 10, but now comparing the CLF measurements to double-Schechter function fits. The parameters of the
fitting function vary with logMh. The fits are optimized for halo mass bins logMh < 14.1. Larger halos suffer from insufficient background
subtraction at the very faint end of the CLF.
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